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(This is/he second in a series 0/ freedom. ")
two articles deoling. with tenure. - The~ehave. been many. ques-
Thes'e' articles, we{eel, will help. tions raised recently. concerning
students 10 better understand this tenure procedures 'at Baruch cer
procedure: Part·'/, which ap- .Iege. Not -one of the fuUtime pro.
pearedintbe lost issue o/Ticker, fessors, who were questioned.
dealt with the positive aspects 0/ would comment on the negative
tenure: PrOfeSsor France: K. aspects .of tenure; other-
/' . Borasch ~f.. lheEnglish Depart- professors refusedto speak about
me,u, .. wlto was' interviewed for tenure altogether• However, there
"': .'PtI!i'" l~-.l .. *,i·~_·:Wo$.' ~epr~with the~pr~e,
~-::~: ~ ."f·: "...,.. 1Q. :.:::~)trot.ir;t~_~. '.. :(QT;.~~~·~ facuky memberi :
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.\ An article in the November 1980 CUNY World, the, student
I]ewspaper published by the University Student Senate (USS),
.has been accused of being a "one sided presentation" by
many student leaders and administrative personel.
The article "Student Rights Under Fire; -Baruch
Refere,ndum Left In Limbo" was prepar.ed without the
consultation of any Day Session Student Government
(D.S.S.G~) leader, according to ·E.dward Chin.. D.S.S.G.
President. .
A related Editorial in the same committee established to report to
issue. "Who Controls Student the Council, is concerned. about
.Activity Fees" was also -eited for the lack ofknowledge on the part
inaccurate. facts and misleading of the average ~udent. "This is
. innuendos. . '. an in-depth ..problem, and more
........ -:.~~l·Wish,the Ed1.t.W: (Anthony .~onear.ticleisn~to.ClarifY
;,:;,:,<,~ .~:' -' .,". ..'.:. "~. )::..~.-- . -'.:,.:... ·>::··~c .' • -. " .. '. '.-' .
.:~. .~'-;.~~-;.' . ' :'. '.. ~
,'~'. ',.,1' ••,... ~:'._ .. " ,'.' ...... -:~, ..';',..r. '~' r: ...._~.')_. :-;'~" ..», ;;11.1iII.;....; -.Io~1N
'WilseD .~ ·DeanROItald· Aar-on '. in the:CONYWorIdamCle.
are both concerned' "with the During the .Spring 1980
"incomplete picture" the story semester a:.\ general student
.presents. "Although there was election was held. On the ballot
some factual information in the was a referendum for the'
story, the negative aspects were redistribution of the student
not mentioned," continued Dean activities fee, with a stipulation
Aaron. . prohibiting the payment' of a
The $133,000 dollars claimed to professionalstaff from these fees~
be invested by administration is in This fee. was established by a
a time account and-available at Board of Higher Education
any time; and is presently earning resolution, when· retrechments
extra money, according to Dr. forced a cut in Student Personnel
Aaron. The Goldin Audit failed Services.))..../ ..
to mention Baruch for any Without "'a professional staff
inaccuracies and misap- the Student Center faces the
propriations and has nothing to possibility of being shut down,
do with our situation, stated a according to· several ad-
member of Day Session Student ministrative .members: Although
Government. . there are a few alternatives, they
Anthony Marquez, Editor of have been regarded as inadequate
the C UN Y W 0 r l d , was by both administration and the
unavailable for comment, but recent· Ad-Hoc committee
Leonard Shine, Chairperson of established to· review this
the University Student Senate, situation..
commented "The story was Presjdent Segall included
concerned with student rights, several professional staff lines in
rather than the Baruch College his past budgetrequests, in each
referendum." case they have been rejected by
The' .'primary source of in- ·..either . the Board of Higher
.formation was received from Joe Education or-Albany. .
Sellman, author of - the Another problem of concern is
do. acknowledge. although. none refer~umandlast year's V.S.S; the confusion which surrounded
of these. faculty .advisors are Alternate. Although the. U.S.S. the election.Ori~inany· two
tenured themselves. has recognized Mr. Sellman as separate referendum tto
. Adjunct professors. though this year's delegate, there is much redistribute thestudent activities
dozens were interviewed, proved indecision amongst the Student fee were to be' placed' on the
to no avail; All said (hat 'they were Council and .Edward Chin. ballot. Less than a week. before'
not against tenure on principle, . Originally' apt)()inted' by' Mr. the election'. one. 0(' ,th~.se
and would .like to have it them- Chin, the Student' Council .bas referendums was removed, thus
selves.' One adjllncr however, failed to recognize his ap- ca.usin. a· confusiOn as to which ...
stated acThe only bad thing al5outJ'.Ointment. . '. redistribution was actually/being .'. . ..... .
tenuRisthat, sometimes, when a - Je~fery' Boyd, .Vice-Presideat ·~otedon:.
.". ..~' 'and a . . f ...~
:-1 ".C(HfI. onp•.-4.·«JI~, :>:..:._ ,.~~9.,.~.~~~.~~ ..•.. " .
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Teochers Refuse to Tolk
About~Tenure
.~..
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The-pf~feSsiGlI~lstafioftb.e StudentCenter (CarlA'lman. DebbieBick .. BillKabn) lumg in limbo. wbi~theBHE stalls decision.
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nessed the grievous spectacle of
Haitian refugees being brutally
jailed, deported, or sent right
back to Haiti if they were not
1000',70 legal immigrants. In one of
many publicized cases, a young
Haitian mother and her (3) three
children were tragically drowned
or abandoned when they at-
tempted to smuggle themselves
into Florida.
Black Americans are aware that
there is an inconsistency in the
United States government
"policy reaction" to refugees
from the three countries. The
concern of Black Americans is
further exacerbated. by
unquestionably unacceptable fact
that these newly subsidized
groups who arrive during this
period .of high unemployment,
spiralling inflation, "cutbacks,"
and economic dislocation, receive
jobs and. other considerations
which Blacks are denied.
We must call to the attention of
our nation, the fact that job
unemployment increases for
Ainerj6.n Blaeks as limited jobs
are~eing reshuffled to ac-
comm~e newcomers. .
Highly conscious of. the ,in-
justices that occur in this world,
Alpha Phi Alpha recommends a;
more judicious immigration
policy; one which is mindful of
the needs of ALL those persons
who are seeking entrance into this
country.. -'
. Interestingly enough, in a third
'situation 'involving entrance into
Uris great "humanttartao"
country, American Blacks wit-
.~ "0£' :ED1T01\
Dear Editor:
This lettet comes as an attempt
to direct attention to the extreme
inconsistency exhibited by the
United States Immigration
policies as they extend toward the
admittance within this country by
refugees.
In the very recent past,
American Blacks, along with the
rest of the world, have witnessed
tlie spectacle of a massive effort-·
involving the United States Air
Force and Navy-i-to bring many
thousands of Asians into this
country. These "refugees," in
most cases needed considerable
relocation assistance such as
housing, education, jobs,
welfare, and the like.
This past summer, American
Blacks have also witnessed the
<. spectacle of another massive
American effort to help over
100,000 Cuban refugees illegally
or legally enter this country. In
some instances, the U.S. Coast
Guard was used to further this
effort. Here again, the over-
. whelming majority of these
refugees (some of whom rioted at
Fort Chaffee)' need massive
relocation assistance, in the form
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The future of the Student Activities Program has been clouded by a sea of incornpetancy
for the past six months. The complete mistreatment of the Student Activity Fees Referendum. .
has been ridiculous.
The confusion and adversity has not been helped by the misrepresentation of the, facts by
the CUNY World. The purpose of any ,college newspaper is to serve its students in a fair and
unbiased manner: To adhere to proper journalistic procedures is essential. ,
In its story dealing with the referendum issue the CUNY World failed to do all of these.
.Although Leonard Shine, Chairperson University Student Senate, claims Jhat "the
referendum was not the main issue" of the story, -one must wonder. If the reed issue of the
article was Student Rights, as Mr. Shine claims, the issue now becomes whose rights have
been violated.
The students of Baruch and all other 'CUNY Colleges have the right to know the entire
facts of the situation and not those at the discretion of the Editor-in-Chief. The results of
such discretion violates everthing one is taught about truth' and honesty in the political
system with which we live.
Such violations lead to a large scale problem faced at Baruch', Student Apathy. This
movement is one of the most destructive faced in society today. In Baruch it has destroyed
the effectiveness of student government by placing power in the hands of a select few ..Power
unchecked by the masses, will not serve the masses. .
This semester members of the Student Council have sought to unravel therfacts of the
Student Center dilemma. MaQY have worked hard and long hours sorting through facts,
figures and interviews. A decision was reached by the Council to oppose the referendum,
citing its destructiveness to the entire Student Activities program.
The alternatives' available at this time were also not conducive to ~ viable Activities
program. One point in agreement by all student and administrative members, is the salaries
of the professional staff should not be paid by the students. But faced with the possibilities>
of a Student Center shut down, the student, for the time will suffer the less of the two evils.
Edward Chin, President of Day Session Student Government. has hindered these attempts
to make positive progress for the entire student body. He has failed to publicly take a stance
on the issue, and has refused to take action.
This lack of action is in startling contrast to the prime directive of an executive official.
The students of Baruch placed a special trust in Mr. Chin's judgement. He must insure that -
their best interests are protected.
If he will not, the students m~st demand someone who is. For too long the students of
Baruch nave 'sufferedat the hand of inept student leaders. .' .' .. <, '" .
In the present system there are students capable of performing up to these ~ectations.
. But 'none of these events will occur if you, "the student, do not do your part. You must get
involved in your education if for no other reason than yourself.
Student Activities effect you in more ways than you know. The professional staff coor-
dinate commencement, street fair, and any single event you participate in. If you do- not
want these wonderful experiences to disappear. get involved. Find out- the' facts, . ask
questions, be concerned over what is yours. Get involved in your future, and-help contol the
destination of your life.
."._' ...."'~.•.:.~:....
.Friday,.Dece.........~;·~
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Students and Facu Ity
Prof. H. Bixler, one of the teachers using the video method.
-Photo by Joe Patos
by Michael Flanigan
The prospects for continuation
of a 'highly successful program in
the teaching of remedial
Mathematics and English' has
been greatly enhanced by a grant
of $125,000 from the Department
of Education of the U.S.
Government for the Center for
the I mprovement of Urban
Teaching.
Professor Merdechai Fried-
man, Director of the Center, was
highly enthused by the im-
plications of this funding,
following as it does in the wake of
last year's acheivements by the
Center.
"We were particularly suc-
cessful with the Mathematics
department last semester," he
said, •'with seventy-eight percent
of the students of professors who
were in the program, passing the
Uniform examination, as
compared to fifty-two percent of
student of all other. professors->
an increased pass rate' of fifty
percent!" These students were,
therefore, saved from the
"psychological trauma" of
repeating remedial mathematics.
And that was not the only area
of savings. Well over $100,000
was saved by the College, when
the cost of full-time faculty is
taken into account,
This performance, coupled
with the proposed for the current
year adequately fulfilled (filled?)
the criteria for the grant. "We
have to tell the department what
our objectives are," says Dr.
Friedman, "and our prior per-
formance must also be visible."
In addition to Mathematics and
English, which have been under
Dr. Friedman's and Professor
Patricia Kay's purview,
respectively. a third area-
Library Research -will be funded
via this grant during the current
year. /
Connie St6mper, a Research
Associate-cwitb direct respon-
sibility for the library depart-
ment" sees the funding as
welcome, because of the potential
magnitude of the programme that
has only just begun.
"Most college professors," she
says, "although highly educated
are not prepared. as· instructors."
This is a shortcoming that the
Library Department, with the
cooperation' of the Professors,
themselves, plans to redress.
Initially, the department will be
looking at teaching methods, with
particular emphasis on the
preparation of teachers for
library uses.
Although the program is not
yet as extensive as planned, "five
instructors presently teaching the
basic library course," says Mr.
Stomper, "have already been
subjected to feedback about their
teaching methods." This feed-
back is augmented by video taped
which have been played and
coded.
Stamper sees the relevance of
the programme largely "the
knowledge to organize and utilize
research material," that' it will
provide. It will ultimately be
"especially useful" for Remedial
Students, whose' interests .are
closely related to the overall
programme itself.
For the future, seminars are
planned to bring teachers together
to facilitate "the interchange of
comments on the ways they are
teaching, and to look at what is
effective in library instruction."
Dean Newhouse Speaks To Bustness Maiors
Discount Cards Lose Money
..
BUYING LOCAL
CAN SAVE YOU TIME
AND MONEY
owner said. "1 figured that if I
gOI one-half of one percent.of the
Baruch Community coming in, I
would have :~ made, but I don't
even get that."
'·Ms. EHa Hull. v ice-president of
the D_S_'~ <, n response stated, ,
,
.ons on p. 6, colr3 ~
" ........-, ••."' ...... - ......-..,. lIm"!'!"·".... ....-.,.: ..... __ ·..
Card Expires Sept, 1982--
BUYING POWER CARD
Baruch College




Please do business with them.
YOU MUST SHOW CARD FOR DISCOUNT
advertising. Bethlehem Steel Recently, Dean Newhouse's
Corporation recently hired department set aside club hours to
graduates as management trainees give business students spot
for $19,000 per year. couns eli ng a ppoi n t men t s.
.Dean Newhouse feels' that Students who require in-depth
business students along with interviews though, must make an
liberal an students, should take appointment in advance.
various courses in other areas to Students majoring in any of the
supplement their major. business courses must maintain
'"Business students should also, an overall average of 2.0 and a.2.0
have a well-rounded, broad G.P .A: in 'their particular major
education." Many students. in. order ~6 meet the graduation
during' the C-ourse ofr-fieJr~coiieg~'--'~reqmrelne~is'7or'~the'-SCh~I'or"~'-'-~ '--:-~=
careers change majors and Business. According to Dean
because of this, she feels, they Newhouse there are two options
should have other interests. open to students who cannot meet
'·Most students don't know what the degree requirements. They can
their major field will be. This is either change their major and use
why they should take as many the credits that they have already
<, different types of subjects as obtained as electives, or they can
possible. Students should be obtain tutoring in the particular
flexible and willing to experiment. area if they are not far. from
Many students shy away from reaching the 2.0 G. P .A.
intellectual stimulation. They . requirement.
should take more courses in Business students must have a
literature, language and the minimum of 54 credits in
sciences. Students tend only to business. including the major, 64
take these subjects in order to credits in 'liberal arts, and 10
meet their degree requirements," credits in either liberal arts or
she said. business.
Company, and t he Continental
Insurance Company. also hire
many Baruch graduates. There
are also a variety of jobs available
In the fields of marketing and
by Veronica Szanto
Although very few of the
Baruch Community are aware of
them, there are discount cards
available giving 10010 off the retail
price of many goods and services
from stores in the Baruch area. .
The cards, put out by Student
Government, are rarely used
because most students are
unaware of the card's existence.
Last year, when the Ticker ran a
story concerning these cards,
Charlie Sture, the former.
D.S.S.G. President, claimed that
the cards were I1()W in the hands school on' the matter, are ex-
of Larry .Jacobs, the then new tremely annoyed. They've each
president. Jacobs claimed paid $259.00, although none of
however, that the cards came them knew the name .,!' the
under the former president's company or the represeniauve.
administration. "The representative told me that
The store owners, due to the - everyone would get a card. in-
t ignorance on the part of the eluding the faculty;" one store
.......... ~ -". " ,,.. ~ P .• r..,.,.. .-'.<t ., •• ",,.. ,." -=-a.__ ",."_,, 1' .••••
Dean Bertha Newhouse, School of Business
Haskins &. Sells, and Alexander
Grant & Company. Banks. in-
surance and credit organizations
such as Allis-Chalmers Credit
Corporati on, Irving Trust
where I want to be," said Ms.
Abramowitz, who did her un-
dergraduate work at the New
York State University at Cor-
tland, and received her masters
from Brooklyn College.
From 9:00 to 5:00 every
weekday but Wednesday, when
she works from 1:00 to 8:00, the.
new associate registrar' works on
the scheduling of classes, acts as
computer liaison, is in charge of
the volunteers for registration,
and takes care of the non-degree
status students.
The work on the registrar's
office is done manually. It is the
same work. that is done j~ other




For the many Baruch students
who prefer not to think about
registration until the process is
upon them, there are others,
much smaller in number, who
must dwell on these thoughts
throughout the year.
The registrar and his staff are
these chosen few" and they have
added one more to their retinue as
associate registrar, Ms. Ronni
Abramowitz.
Ms. Abramowitz has been in
this line of work for ten years,
first at Westchester 'State in
Pennsylvania, and then at Union
College in New Jersey.
"I'm a displaced New Yorker!
Having been out of the city, this is
by Jean Cruz
"The best' field of study for
business students at this time, is
accounting." said Dean Bertha
Newhouse, an associate dean for
the School of Business. "Finance
and computers are also growing
fields," she continued. 50070 of
the entering freshmen class at
. Baruch select accounting as a
rnajor ,
Many students. _are .able to
secure jobs after graduation.
through the Placement Office.
The Placement Office, which
offers information to students on
resume writing and· career
selection, also organizes on-
campus recruiting programs.
Employment offers range from
$12,000 from retail and insurance
companies, to the $21,000 per
year, for computer trainees with
the Bell system. During the 1979-
80 period, 160 fi rms and
government agencies visited
Baruch.
Some of the accounting firms
t hat have hired graduates are
Arthur Anderson & Co., Deloitte
-
"
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liThe Dream" Crew . Tenure a-nd Teachers
Presents:
DAY SESSION STUDENT GOVERNMENT
"READY FOR ACTION"
Pre-Game Celebration
DATE: Thurs. Dec. 11, 1980
TIME: 12:30pm - 5:00pm
PLACE: 4th Floor Student Center'
but when something works, it
works to the benefit of the
students. "
An example of the registrar's
desire to help Baruch students is
the early r cg i sr at io n for
graduating seniors, which began
this semester. I f this experiment
works out, the privilege of early
registration - will be extended to
seruors ne v , semester. Ms.
Abramowitz explained t hat they
are trying :0 take some pressure
off undergraduates.
Ms. Abramowitz began her
work at Baruch on August 4.
Thinking back. she recalled that
"registration was memorable in
the fact that it dragged so long."
Other than that, Ms. Abramowitz
enjoys her work and keeps rising
to the challenges
cant. from p. 3
schools, but it is approached
differently. While she considers
Baruch a challenge. 1\15.
Abramowitz said. "Baruch l~
going to have to go in the
direct ion of cornputer ization . I
enjov the challenge, but Baruch is
getting too large."
Reg.xr rar Pinhas Fr.cdneberg.
wo r k s directly with Ms.
Abramowitz. In addition to these
two, there are four assistant
registrars and many student
\ ol unteer s.
"There are n : r ea l I n-
surmountable problems. We're
trying to make registration easier
and more efficient for students. "
said 1\1s. Abramowitz, con-
tinuing, "We take small steps.
cant. from page J
New Registrar
professor achieves tenure, he gets Salvadori feels that a professor
very lazy and does nothing, for will get lazy with or without
twenty years afterward." - tenure. "They're two ideas that
This statement, however, have absolutely nothing to do
without any statistical or wit-. with each other," he replied.
nessed proof, is merely an in- Salvadori stated that when he
nuendo. It became obvious that insisted on having tenure ex-
an outsider of the Baruch eluded, there were very few, if
Community would be needed. any arguments against his belief.
Vieri R. Salvadori is associate .. It's pretty obvious t hat anyone
Dean for the New School of going into teaching isn't going for
Social Research. The New School the money." He continued. "Qne.,.
does not have tenure and Dean goes into teaching so he/she can
Salvadori feels that the school enlighten others on information
should be used as a model for that one knows. And. as I said
other institutions. before. tenure really politicizes
Salvadori was responsible in the situation."
-1974,for assembling the New - A poll among Ba-ruc-h-
School faculty. At his insistence. professors proved the Dean right.
collective bargaining and tenure One professor. who requested to
~, ~
were excluded from a professor's be left nameless, stated, "Of
employment. ., I feel that tenure course, Professor Barasch is
makes leaching too political." going to be very "gung-ho ' about
Salvadori stated, "and ] think tenure, she's one of the union
that's one thing we don't need. .. representatives. You'll probably
"I also feel," he said. "that the fi nd that most professors,
worry of achieving continued although glad to have security,
employment next year or the idea are not that enthused about the
of having to achieve tenure adds financial aspects and will treat
undue pressure on facul ty tenure and the "union as just part
members." In the New School, of the job that they have to deal
most of the teachers are signed with."
for one year contracts which are Dean Salvadori couldn't press
renewed every year.: Very few strongly enough his thoughts on
teachers are not hired again. ~'In tenure. As for Professor
the past 9 years," Salvadori said, Barasch's comment that tenure
"we've had a total of three protect s academ ic freedom,
members of the faculty not re- Salvadori stated, "Any school
hired." that needs tenure for a teacher to
In reference to the adjunct feel free to teach what they want
professor's remark on laziness, is a very poor institution."
of the lighting arrangements.
Estelle Thorn is designing the
costumes for "The Dream." She
has come up with some original
and interesting designs. Estelle
also helped work on the costumes
for "Little Mary Sunshine. "
However, this semester, she is
able to use her imagination more
fully and knows exactly what she
wants. She also has a very
dedicated staff working with her. .
This production should prove
to be a very unique and in-
teresting project,
Choreography for" 'The
Dream" is beirfg directed by
Judith Kohout and Colette Alton.
They have managed to put
together original routines to fit,
the music. This is impressive in
that it i~ not easy to choreograph
for a Rock presentation. which
"The Dream'" is. There is a
problem in designing steps to
Rock Music.
This production should prove
to be a very unique and in-
teresting project. "The
production has come along better
than I originally expected," says
Professor Tietsort , "the crew has
done a fantastic job and deserves
commendation...
become involved; however"
Stagewise, a theatre group, at
Baruch which Chris is president
of, is very willing to'teach people
the art Of stage construction. He
is very pleased with the way this
year's production has .gone. fie
has a dedicated crew which has
shown a wiilingness to work long.
hard hours.
Roland Askew, assistant
technical director, has' been work-
mg very closely wit h Chris.
Roland has worked on two
previous productions at the
college: he has been involved in
stage conrsrruction since his
freshman. year in high school.
Chris says "Roland is a good
craft-sman and well -schooled in
the technical aspects of set
construction. "
Kenneth Ebanks and John
Adnreola , sound technicians, are
also very capable. Last semester,
Kenny was head of sound for
"Little Mary Sunshine" and John
has worked as a Roadie. They
plan to bring in a large amount of
outside audio equipment for this
production.
The lighting arrangements and
design are being handled by
William Covington. Eddy Payton
will handle the technical aspects
Basketball Game
DATE: Thurs. Dec. 11, 1980
PLACE: 23rd St. Bldg. Gym 6th Floor
TIME: 6:00pm - 7:30pm
by Joe Perez
On Wednesday, December 10,
"The Dream" will be coming to
Baruch College for a four-night
run. Whenever an article is
written on a play, it is inevitable
that the cast and the idea behind
the play are the focal points.
However, little is written on the
crew. These are the people
without whom the production
would nor be possi ble . "The
Dream" crew happens (0 be a
very good one.
Chris Formisano, technical
director, has worked on three
previous productions at Baruch.
Chris is very qualified for this
position. According to members
of the crew, he is a bri ght . in-
novative young man.
"Chris is a very capable young
man who was previously head of
set construction on two
productions. I feel he has had
enough experience LO become
technical director." These words
were spoken by Professor J .
Tietsort, who is directing "The
Dream" and who last year
worked as technical director
himself.
Chris would like to see more
people with skills in construction
or any field of stage technology
America's LeadersExecutives



















cant. from p. 2
It is my contention that the
U.S. Government should have
one unilateral policy toward the
entrance of refugees into cur
country. Furthermore, this policy
should not be changed to show
favoritism for those people
coming from countries where it is
politically advantageous to accept
them.
This Fraternity also urges that
more qualified American Blacks
be named to policy. making
positions and employed in the
implementation of the policies of
the Immigration and
Naturalization Service.
It is only in this way can we, as
a nation, hope to have the






Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
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reserve may not have the con-
fidence or the ability to lead the
fight against inflation. Thus the
'dollar could sink further on the
foreign exchange markets.
Reagan's policies are new and
bold. He promises rapid
economic growth with decreasing
inflation. The potentials are great
but the risk is high. In reality
Reagan will probably find
roakblocks ahead and skepticism
by Congress and the American
public, but there is little doubt
that there will be economic
change.-
But, Reagan IS giving the
federal reserve the task of con-
trolling inflation. History reveals
that the Fed cannot effectively
control the economy. The federal
flation and he must lower the
American public's expectations.
If the overall consensus is lower- - -- -
inflation then the market 'par-
ticipants will start behaving with a
low inflation psyche, thus
avoiding increases in price levels.
Also Reagan, unlike Carter, will
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people decide to Increase con-
sumption instead of investment
and savings? After all, __the.
hypothesis that extra disposable
income will go towards increased
investment and not increased
consumption has never really
been tested. Even worse, there
could be an increased demand for
imports, thus causing a
tremendous trade deficit.
Criticism to Reagan's decrease
in the personal income tax is that
the government will have less
money to counter short term
swings in the business cycle. The
federal reserve would not have
enough funds to effectively
decrease 'the money supply by
their buying up of government
securities.
Almost all economists believe
that over the long run, a cut in
taxes would .provide. enough
investment to raise productivity
and lower inflation. To do so,
-Re a g an must be pati-ent··
throughout the temporary in-
plans inIcude the Bentsen scheme.
which would assign equipment
depreciation lives of two, four,
seven or ten years, and average
40070 shroter capital recovery time
period than the Treasury
presently allows. It is estimated
that this plan will reduce the
amount of investment tax credits
available.
In 'addition to the depreciation
plan, Reagan proposes to cut the
corporate tax rate from 46% to
44OJo which could save companies
as much as $8 billion. He plansto -
eliminate the oil windfall profits
tax, a government revenue loss of
$15 billion to S18 billion and
repeal the gift and estate taxes at a
cost of $7 billion. Reagan has
supported tuition tax credit and
"urban enterprise zone" plans
which will provide tax incentives
for economically depressed areas.
Along with these programs
soon H> be implemented -are large
risks of even higher inflation.
Problems to be watched out for
are th.at by enacting large tax cuts
and limiting federal funds there is
an increased chance of massive
federal deficits. High federal
deficits push the private sector
out of capital markets. A failure
of Reagan's tax cuts to spark
growth and decrease the deficit,
may lead to .extremely slow
growth of capital spending. Al so,
with the' added" moenvthey 'Will
have from the tax cuts, what if You may have seen the course the educational system. This
Education 2005 (Theory presentation was video-taped,
procedures of peer tutoring) while and unfortunately but negligently
regurgitating during registraton, lost. However, this setback does
but unlike some of the more not spell the end of the battle for a
sickening studies of school; more coordinated relationship
taking this course can be f.ound to between teachers and studnets
be time well spent in learning because we showed and will
about your studies. your school continue to show that we care,
system. and yourself. The pur- and that spirit will live as long as
pose of this course is to provide the program does exist.
one-to-one peer tutoring for those Yet, the lifeline of the course
who are having troubles with their can quickly be cut short. The
basic academic studies (math and Department of Health,
English), and giving the tutors a Education, and Welfare gives the
first hand experience at teaching grant for this program and future
while earning three credits. The federal funding is questionable.
format of this study is a com- So far the efforts of Dr. Jim
bination of two recitation classes Perrone. of the Department of
per week for your formal Student Personnel has been
training, three hours per week of enough to keep the course going,
real peer tutoring, and optional but the only way to ensure its
lectures for the opportunity to existence is to get. it established
hear the views of other educating within the school's regular
> minds. The results of this curriculum.
Wine Jastin2 expert 2ives advice to a be2inner -Photo by Frank Kuciia curriculum are ! he three credits, This will not be easy. It will
gives wine a buttery taste. c Iass ife d by t ? s t e . He an in-depth look at what learning take concrete reasons to back up
Julia Jackson, the second distinguished between the fruity really is, and some. first hand such. an idea, like top quality
panelist to speak, directed her and acidic tastes of wine, and truth about yourself and how you performance, and rewarding the
talk towards the aroma, bouquet further divided the taste of a wine deal with people. tutors' as well as the tutored.
or "nose" of wine. The nose of into three phases: the beginning, The course came into existence Therefore, potential tutors are
the wine, Ms. Jackson opined, is middle and end tastes. in the Spring of 1980, a class in screened for entrance to the class;
one of the more foreward and Any points which may have which it was my pleasure to be. In as administrated by the program's
most enjoyable parts of wine been neglected ·were filled in by going thru the various class coordinator, Dr. Audrey
tasting. ·To develop the nose of a the fourth speaker, John di~ciplines (small group Williams, who is also the Director
glass of wine, simply swirl it. This Guillespe, a .represent~ussions, peer criticizing, and 'of the S.E.E.K. program and
process of adding air to the wine, Foods and Wine of France. Mr. role playas well as tutoringj; I Chairperson of the Com-
she explained, helps' to age it and Guillespe recapped each phase o,f found out many secret things pensatory Education Department.
.improve its taste. the wine evaluation, and his vast about myself and my studies, However, this does not mean
And what would be the point of knowledge in every area of the while helping others to do the there will be an indepth analysis
wine tasting if the taste analysis process made for an extremely same. As a climax to our in- of your life history, but thru
was omitted? Steve Bayer, the informative wrap-up. tercourse with this course, the objective selection on the basis of
third panelist to speak, presented -c .After . .the _. discussion, _. the class decided to do a lecture to the grade point index and interview:
a' rhoroughanalysisofthe 'Way ih' 'Semih~r gr6t:.j, "m-d~··~td·· 'tit~ ,:_, .sttidenb>:~"~lacU1tY::~~~:_~:::_~l1.o~jniD~e~~,::·(~iR.leJ;...;)f'ts,:
which -different wines could be Faculty . Lounge' 'where - 'nlne< taroringtandcits -invelvement in . cont: on.p. 6. col. 4
cont: on p. 6. col. 4
White Wine Seminar
This is the second in a two-part
series on President-elect Reagan's
economic policies with which he.
plans to command the American
economy back to recovery.
Reagan pledges to hold down
federal spending by 1985 between
7010 and 10010 below projected
levels. The spending 'cut would be
$13 billion in 1981 followed by a
$28 billion cut in J982. His tax
cuts would reduce government
revenues by $275 billion in J985;
which is a projected 25010 decrease .
in government revenues for that
year.
In Reagan's race for military
superiority, defense outlays will
rise to $3 J0 billion in J985, or 6Ufo
of the GNP. Carter, on the other
hand, had planned the 1985
defense budget to be $265 billion.
Since defense spending returns no
income, while at the same time
not adding anything productive to
the economy, this plan risks the
high effects of high inflation.
Many feel that it will be im-
possible to increase defense
outlays without increasing taxes.
If required, Reagan will probably
pass the burden on to households.
Reagan lists depreciation
reform as a top priority because
inflation has disrupted the
taxation of capital so much that
capital recovery under current
depreciation laws is no longer
possible. Reagan's depreciaiton
)r.;'~"". / • ,··t.' ~. ,••-':. ;,'1 f
F-riday, Decemher: S, 1980 .
by Susan Cuccinello
On Thursday evening,
November 20. the department of
Continuing Education sponsored
a White Wine Tasting Seminar.
This event. preceded last month
by a Beer Tasting Seminar.
received an enthusiastic response
from both students and faculty
members.
Approximately seventy-five
persons gathered in room 114 of
the 24th Street Building at six
o'clock where a panel of wine
experts spoke on what appeared
to be their favorite subject. Mr.
Louis Zeyer, Director of Wine
Studies at Baruch and moderator
of this Seminar, gave a short
introductory talk, citing in
particular the way in which wine
is categorized into families, and
why different grapes are used for
different wines. He further noted
that the enjoyment of wine
depends on three factors: sight,
aroma and, of course, taste.
Sight, the first factor which is
considered when tasting a wine,
was covered by Patrick Flanagan,.
who discussed and demonstrated
how a glass of wine should be
judged on its appearance. Aside
from 'looking for "foreign ob-
jects" in a glass of wine, Mr.
Flanagan noted the importance of
testing a .glass of wine for its
glycerine content.:Glycerine is the
substance which, when present,
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reason why I believe a person can
learn a great deal from this
course; for your main tool of
learning is not some book or
teacher. but you. As stated in a
quote from Mrs. pener, the cause
of the course is to "enable
students to sharpen skills in
academic excellence and academic
survival, while helping others to
do same." Can t here be a better
cause for your reaction?
Those interested in entering the
spring class may contact Mrs.
Gerterlyn Dozier in Room 302 of
the 24th Street Building. All are
invited.
... about your
S · ~ S ·tociar eClJr! y
Novernber 1980
There are major changes in Social Security Law in 1980'which will
affect many disabled people entitled to, Social Security benefits. If
you receive these payments or expect to, you should be aware of the
new provisions. Several important changes help disabled
beneficiaries who wish to return to work. Others alter the method of
figuring benefits for disabled people who become entitled after June
1980. Under the old law, some disabled workers with families
received Social Security disability p~ts as high or higher than
their average earnings before becoming disabled. And younger
. disabled workers had a higher percentage of low earnings years
excluded than did older workers when figuring the lifetime average
earnings on which benefit amounts are based.
The following changes will not affect any disabled people or their
families who became entitled to benefits before July 1980.- But some
people who first become entitled to disability benefits in July 1980
or later may receive a smaller benefit than under the old law. The
new Law:
1. Limits family benefits-s-Total monthly payments to a disabled
worker with one 'or more dependents who are eligible for benefits
are limited to the lower of 85 percent of the worker's average ear-
nings before becoming disabled or 150 percent of the worker's
disability benefits. The 'limit will affect benefits only for the
dependents, not for the disabled worker.
2. Changes the way disability benefits are figures-Previously. 5
years of low or no earnings generally could be excluded in figuring a
worker's average monthly earnings for benefit purposes. This often
gave younger workers an advantage since beneifts may have been
based on only a few years of recent high earnings. 'Effective for
disabled workers first entitled to benefits for July 1980 'or larer ,
there is a graduated scale for dropping years of low or no earnings
according to the worker's age when disability starts.
3. Effective July 1981, a disabled worker under 37 can have an
additional dropout year for each year he or she had no earnings and
had a child under 3 living in the smae household. In no case,
however, can the total dropout years regular and childcare exceed
three.
Next month we will continue with some recent changes in Social
Security disability benefits.
cant. from p. 5
Gerterlyn Dozier of the Com-
pensatory Education Department
finds students who are best able
to accomplish the task.
Personally, I can say that the
major. factor sought within the
people who join this program is
the desire to put some in-
strumental input in making this
project work. Although the
teachers of the class, Mrs. Marge
Pener and Mr. Paui Pilsen, are
both very capable; they will not
be there to hand things out on a
silver platter, but rather to guide
you as you go along. This is the
There will be a DAY SESSION
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
SPECIAL ELECTION FOR:
2 Lower Division Council
Positions
5 .Upper Division Council
Positions
By paper ballot
On January 6th and 7th from
9AM-5PM
At 17 Lexington Avenue Lobby
And 46 26th Street Lobby
Declaration of candidacy forms
can be picked up at the following
locations:
Student Activities Office, Room
104, Student Center
Dean of Students Office, Room
1702, 360 PAS
Deadline for filing for candidacy




Discount Cards Draw Fire
cant. from page J
The Ad-Hoc committee was
formed this semester to present
the facts to the Council, who has
since presented a position paper
to the Board's special committee,
in opposition to the referendum.
They feel the present professional
staff is necessary to insure the
Student Activities Program, and
the alternative available are not
conducive.
The University Student Senate,
which is supposed to represent the
students 'of CUNY. have
presented a positron paper
supporting the referendum.
The Board of Trustees has set
up a special sub-committee to
untangle this dilemma. Legal
counsel on each side has argued
various points, and position
papers have been presented to this
committee' but a decision or
recommendation has been
delayed at least until December
22~ the -next scheduled Board of
Trustees meeting.
cant. from p. 3
"The Freshman Orientation
groups got them (the cards) along
with some buttons we were giving
out. Also, club officers picked
two cartons up when they were
here. "
The problem, however, is that
only 20~o of those students asked
know of the card's existence.
"I've never even heard of them
before." one freshman com-
mented.
Of the 20lJio which had heard of
them, not one had ever used the
card before. "I have no use for
the stores that offer savings," one
student, commented. "I don't
,have a car ~ I'm not~ into
photography and I don't want my
hair cut in a unisex place."
The buying power cards, for
those interested, can be found in
Wine Tasting
cont. from p. 5
different white burgundy wines
were available for sampling.
Participants were free to sample
as many wines as they chose,
giving everyone a chance to put
their newly learned evaluating tips
to good use.
Several of the persons present
on November 20th had also taken
part in the Beer Tasting Seminar
held i.I:! October; Although they
the lobby of the Student Center,
at the information desk, as well as
in the D.S.S.G. offices on the 4th
floor of the Student Center.
felt that the. Beer Tasting was
more fun and more on the level of
college students, they were by no
means disappointed with the
Wine Tasting. "I hope events like
this become a regular part of the
extracurricuiar activities at
Baruch." one young student
remarked. And it is safe to say
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Th-e Christian Club Chess to Play Pace
-';'.", - .-
is second with 79, and former
world champion Robert Fischer is
third with 61.
Last issue's solution: I P-
Q8=Q+ KxQ; 2 P-:R8=Q+
QxQ; 3 P-N8 = R + wins (not 3 P-
N8 = Q + or else 3 ... K-Q2!!; 4
QxQ R-BI +; 5 QxR stalemate).
Cute, huh? Well, this issue's
problem-White 't~ mate in
four-was composed by the
former world champion of the
mid-1800's, Adolf Anderssen, in
1846. Score yourself an A + if
you get this one with no help.
(Answer next issue).
by Peter Di Turi
The Baruch College Chess
Team's match 'with Pace
University, originnally scheduled
for December 7th, has been
postponed to December 20th to be
played here at Baruch as a warm-
up to the. Pan American In-
tercollegiate Games to beheld in
Atlanta, Georgia from December
26-31. Further details about this
match will be mentioned - next
issue.
The Chess Club is honored to
have the world's champion for
the under-16 category, 12-year-
old Jon Litvinchuk, to play in a
20-board simultaneous exhibition
to be held sometime in December
or January. In the recent Club
Fair Murray Schechter. who is the
club's #2 seeded player, went 7-0-
1 in his first simultaneous match
ever.
Trivia bit: The record for most
games won by an American in his
international career goes to
Samuel Reshevsk y , former U.S.
champion of the 1930's and
,1940's. with 123. Larry D. Evans,
a current American grandmaster, ,
UPDATE (Questions)
1. What step did the Transamerica Corp., parent company of
United Artists, take as a result of the blistering, negative
reviews of its movie ·'Heaven's Gate"?
2. Which area of scientific development has prompted many
U.S. industrial giants to make large scale investments in theis
field?
3. A huge consumer products company is the third largest TV
advertiser. It does not show the parent company's name on its
products or in its advertising. Name the company.
4: Which major U.S. retail chain has shown excellent
financial results in comparison with other companies in this
recession ravaged field?
5. Why did the recent new issue of stock by Apple Computer
Inc. spark such an interest? .
6. The N. Y. State Lesiglature recently passed-a law removing
the interest rate-ceiling on loans. What immediate effect may
this have in the consumer field?
UPDATE (Answers)
1. It established a cash reserve against losses that United
Artists may sustain from withdrawal of the film from
theaters.
2. Gene-Splicing Technology. .
3. American Home Products Corp.
4._As5t)ciat~dDry GoodsCorporation, operator of many well
known department stores.
5. The company- manufacturers small and relatively inex-
pensive computers for horne and business us~s-,the personal
computer. Analysts predict increased growth in this field.
6~ "It may encourage heavy credit buying before retailers
increase their interest rates.
This column is sponsored by the Accounting Society of
Baruch College, Participants will .be members of the ac-
counting' Society and students majoring', in other fields..·The
, .accounting society believes thatthere is a strongrelationship
between the various disciplines. -
. ·CerrtribUtors-::to -the abcve 'column were: Frank Dragotti,"
'...·.HeIeri~ftriPtii'rtln~~~Schlaifer .. '... :', :,;-~: ~.;:;;" . .~~ ..i:..:\:; "»; ,» ~. ,
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the Scriptures. he will be almost
like a god coming, to salve all
problems, but hewill-make Hitler
look like a Sunday School
teacher. He will makea seven year
covenant 'with Israel, but will
break 'it after three and-a h~
years. and will set up his own
image' to be worshipeed in the
Jewish Temple (THAT WILL BE
BUILT) to be the abomination
that rnaketh desolate.
This is just a taste of what we
have to offer. Our mission is an
urgent one, and we do not take it
lightly. Though we may appear to
be a group of doom-merchants,
our message is Good News .
you CAN escape the wrath to
come through Jesus Christ.
world, so that men might repent,
accept Jesus as their risen Lord
and Savior: and be born again.
We cannot. force arryone-to be
born-again. We are not fantical .
preachers holding a cross in one,
hand, and a sword in the other. as
the Hso-called" Christians did
during the' middle ages. Our
mission is 10 spread the news in
peace, not in' wrath. This semester
'alone, there were five people
converted (Born-agajn). . '50
what', Big Deal!" Yes it is a Big
Deal! ! Today they HA VE eternal
life.
Our second purpose is to
provide' fellowship on campus. a
time for all who know Jesus to
come together. and for non-
Christians to obtain a dear
biblical perspective of
Christianity. Though many may
view Christians to be hypocriies.
fanatics, and Jew-killers. we
desire to clear up these di-r orred
views during our meetings and
other functions. Unfortunately.
many have professed ~<I be
Christians, but have den.eo the
biblical teaching of Christ by ire
life they live. To be a ('r!"l,1 ian
means to be Christ-like. and :
make no excuses for anyone rf
you' profess it you better live it ' '
'-~D'TFfAT"GOES~FOR'"YOL
TOO CHRISTIAN CLUB!!!
Our third pupose is interrelarec
with the first and second. \\'E'
want to reveal to all that the Bible
is being fulfilled daily. and that
the world is preparing itself not
only for WWlII. but also for a
new worldwide economy, and a
dictator who according to
Scripture is called, "The BeasT"
(Anti-Christ). For those of y au
that saw The Omen, that was
merely a taste of what actually
will take place when "the Man of
Sin" finally arrives and demands
that his Mark,. 666 (might be
computerized), be taken by all as
a form of loyalty to him and a
form of currency. According to
Anyway, our first and overall
concern is to publish the Gospel
(Good News) of Jesus Christ in
obedience to the commission he
gave to his disciples. The Good
News is, "For God so loved the
world, -that he gave his only
begotten Son, that whosoever
believeth in him should' not
perish, but have everlasting life."
(St. John 3: 16) Ged sent his Son
Jesus to die for the sins of the
/
by Mark Wilson
"And this gospel of the
kingdom shall be preached in alt
the world for a.witness unto all
nations; and then shall the end
come." (St. Matthew 24: 14)
Many at Baruch. College often
wonder what could the Christian
Club 'possibly be about. The
Christian Club is presently a fast-
gr-owing . interdenominational
fell~wship open to all students
and . faculty, which was
established to serve three pur-
poses. These purposes are taken
very seriously. because according
to the Holy Scriptures we, believe
. -I
that these are the last days; and if
you are living on earth with a
knowledge of what is facing each
~ , ~
of- us today, you honestly must
confess that something is 'going to
happen soon. For example: never
before in history - of the wor ld
have 'we ever been on the edge of
possible worldwide' destruction,
which is presently a .hreat in this
generation. No country can
remain in isolation from what is
happening in the middle east
involving the nations Israel:
Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan.
and Russia'. If you've been-
keeping up' with the news you
" should 'be aware o{iurmofl whi'ch
faces us. - But 'some proclaim.
"there's no need for" alarm."
which is both naive and
misleading. We have reached a
point in history where there is no
turning back!
l..
.. ' - - '.' -
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You should try.' to find a
company whose goals you believe
match your own. Be willing to
team whatever you can. Don't be
embarrassed to sell yourself. You
are unknown to the interviewer.
Share yoursel f and let that person
have some insight into who you
are. Remember, he or she may
have seen 15 other people before
you. You want that person to
remember you at the end of the
day. Why should you be chosen?
You have to believe in yourself!
Ken Philrnus gave the audience
an overall history of the changes
in Personnel functions and what
he sees as the direction of. the
future. Personnel is playing' a
more pro-active role in business.
By that he meant that it is
becoming more and more in-
volved in the planning process in
corporate structures. He in-
formed the audience that ASPA
has a resume clearing center. If
you would like to submit your
resume to the student chapter of
, ASPA, they will forward it to the
New York ASPA members who
can see if there are any positions
they can advise you to apply for.
To take advantage of this service
you can .bring your resume to
ASPA's office, Room 523, 26th
Street Building.
ASPA 'can supplement your
learning experience at Baruch.
Come and see for yourself. Join
this group at their next event.
Speaker
B.S.O~
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CoffeeHouse: "Thin Ice" C>ak Lounge
S.C.P.B. StudeDt Center,














12:00 - ,2:00 ..
6:00 10:00 pili
12 : 00 - 2: 00 pm
3:00 pm
12 : 30 - 5: 00 pm
12 : 00 - 2: 00 pm
12 : 00 - 7: 00 pm
1'bur.da,. ,Deeeeber 11, 1980
4 : 30 - 7: 30 JlID
12 :00 - 2 :.00 prn
5:30 pm
12 : 30 - 1: 30 pill
8:00 pm
3:00 pm
Tuesday, December 9, 1980
12:30 - 1:30 p-.
5:30 pm
12 : 30 - .1 : 30 pm
Play:"The Dream"
Theatron
Monday, December 8, 1980
Published
you are starting out, You
probably won't be hired to be the
Chief Executive Officer or to sit
on the Board' of Directors right
away. So be patient, and be
prepared to learn and grow and
climb the ladder with per-
severance. There are several steps
. you should expect to encounter to
get to the top.
As a recruiter for Continental
Grain Company, Lloyd Thorner
gave the audience some valuable
advice. Before any interview, you
must be thoroughly prepared.
Find out as much as. you can
about the history and future plans
of that particular company. Get
the annual report or the Standard
& Poor's report, or go to the
library and do some research.
NEVER go into an interview not
knowing about the company. If
necessary, call the company' on
the telephone and get information
that way. This is your respon-
sibility. --
Mr. Thorner said, "I'd rather
meet someone that seems too
assertive than someone that is not
confident enough." Always know
what you want. Find out what the
I
company wants. Have confidence
in yourself so that when the in-
terviewer or recruiter asks,
"WHY. DO YOU WANT TO
WORK FOR THIS CQb,1-:
PANY? ," you can confidently
say, "BECAUSE I'M THE BEST
PERSON TO DO THE JOB."
You must learn to believe in






On Friday, November 7th, the
American Society for Personnel
Administration held its second
Annual Open House. ASPAts
theme for the coming school year,
is "SUCCESS." This first event
was truly successful. I'd like to
share the evening with you now.
The speakers were Mr. Lloyd
Thorner, Personnel Director and
Recruiter for the Continental
Grain Companyt and Mr. Ken
Philmus, Student Chapter
Coordinating Chairman for
A.S.P.A. Among the guests were
Bob Georgia, Director of Evening
and Graduate Student Activities.
Anna Swain, President of
A.S.P.A at Baruch, opened the
evening with a brief discussion of
her viewpoint on how' to reduce
career anxiety in the process of
attaining a job. She suggested
that the important thing is to be
sure of what your own goals and
aspirations are. "Keep in touch
with the thought that you are
choosing the job. Don't get
confused and feel that the job is
'choosing you. "
ASPA is about preparing for a
successful career in the business
world. Career success begins with
getting a good education, and
that's what being a student is
about: Choosing a good company
to work for, is the next step. You
want to realize that patience is
one of the .most important




them to the second floor, iittle
suspecting' the hellspawn horrors
which will await them.
Dress appropriately for this
event. The unprepared will be
possessed' by demons. Mean
clothing, wierdstuff IS
prerequisite ,
To make the horror complete,
New Wave music will be provided
along with refreshments. Feel free
to bring your own anything, but
remember, all corpses, hatchets
and torture devices must be
checked at the door.
Prom Night. December 12th,
7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. in the
Oak and Marble Lounges on the
second floor 'of the Student
Center, on 137 East 22nd Street.
A night of wonderful terror and
suspense. Prom Night is one of a
kind. Accept no imitations. Prom
Night will even scare your hair.
Prepare for Prom Night.
by Laura Allgeier and, Jeff
Warden
Dateline December 12-T.W .
News-As darkness descends
upon a grim, cold and despair
ridden New' Y or k City, a spectre
of fear will be stalking the streets
and alleys. As night deepens and
the cold mists and fogs collect,
the source of this dread spectre
shall - become apparent and
terribly clear. As the truth dawns
upon _a stupified and totally
unprepared public, a primal
horror will be unleashed upon the
unsuspecting citizens of this fair
city, for December 12th is Prom
Night, sponsored by those devils
at the Music Awareness Club.
Numbed and bewildered souls
wandering along East twenty-
second Street will find themselves
inexplicably drawn and compelled
to enter 137 E. 22 Street, where a
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Psi Chi is the national honor society in psychology whose purpose
is to advance the science of psychology and to encourage, stimulate
.and, maintain scholarship of all members. The chapter at Baruch
College is composed of students who are psychology majors or ..
make the study of psychology one of their major interests, and
faculty members who have been duly initiated into Psi Chi.
The qualifications for membership into Psi Chi are as follows:
I. Completion of 9 credit hours of psychology above the In-
troductory level.
2. Registered as a major or minor in psychology.
3. Maintain at least a 3.0 average in all courses and a 3.5 average
in psychology courses.
Psi Chi accepts applications throughout the yeara and holds a
formal induction ceremony once a year, usually in May.
The club also sponsors events such· as lectures and seminars on
topics in psychology; co-sponsors events with the psychology
society; and offers tutoring for students enrolled in psychology
courses. Meetings are held jointly with the psychology society every
Thursday during the club hour, between 12:00 and 2:00 PM in room
427 in the 24th Street building.
Psi Chi at Baruch
._--_.......------------------------_.
APPLICATION for PSI CHI MEMBERSHIP
,Requirements:
9 credits in Psychology beyond Introductory
3.5 Psychology Average
3.0 All around average
Name: --------------------------Address: _
Number of College credits completed _
Overall Average _









Seminar on Dec. 18th
. Why Undergraduates Should Attend Continuing Education's Wine
Tasting Seminars. .
. For the Fall, 1980 Semester, the Continuing Education School of-
Baruch College is offering a Wine Tasting Seminar. On December
18 from 6 to 8 P.M. in the Faculty Lounge there will be a Red Wines
of the WorId Tasting :Seminar. The Registration fee for each
seminar has been' reduced for Baruch College Undergraduates to
S5.00 provided they register before the date of the Seminar.
Here are s-omeof the reasons why Baruch College Undergraduates
should attend these seminars:
I. The world of wine tasting is complex, sophisticated; and en-
joyable. In America we are not taught very often to cultivate the
education of the taste buds,one of our primary senses.' On the
contrary, we are often taught to destroy them. A complete education
should develop the total human being including hs physical senses.
2. Baruch College is educating many of the business leaders of
tomorrow. Often business is conducted over lunch 'and dinner and
very oftne wines accompany these meals. A knowledge of wineis
either very helpful or essential at these times.
3. The Wine Industry is an expanding world wide industry which
offers many opportunities for exciting and rewarding employment
on a business level as well- as on-gustatory level. .,
4. The tasting of wine is not merely a subjective experience.
Personal taste is involved but an education of what makes good and
bad wines is primary to an educated and meaningful personal
choice..
5. Enjoyment. A Wine Tasting is a wonderfully uninhibited social
celebration, giving people a chance to relax, learn and enjoy the
pleasures of wine and sociability.
Registration takes place in Room 503 of 155 E. 24 St. between 9
A.M. and 5 P.M.
., '.TR&nCDR··.; ~. •• --I...
defeated Columbia's best player
in their home game!
This final set was played by
Peter K. Ng, who was "puttingon
a show H against Marius
Wechsler. Ng '.'gave" away the
first game to his opponent at 20-
22. 'However, be won the second
. game by a close-to-edge score of
21-19. Wechsler was worried and.
disappointed now. His
carelessness- has caused him a
game and that continued in the
last game of tile evening: an easy
loss to Ng at 21-12!
Baruch already won the match
for the night at 6-1, with four
remaining sets not yet played. But
because it was time to close the
Engineering Lounge 'and of
school policy, Columbia's team
could not play any more games.
Therefore, they forfeited th'e last
four sets to Baruch College,
making the score 10-1. Once
again, Baruch defeats another
strong team from the B Division.
They will play Downstate Medical .
Center on November. 14, and
A.H. & Fonzon November 21, in
the Chinatown Recreation Center
. (CRe).
. Columbia one-set behind Baruch.
The captain of Baruch's team'
called up Hodiah Davidson
(female) to play the captain of the
opposing team, Sherman Chu.
Hodiah gave a great struggle to
get past Chu to win that set: 21-
15, 24-22..
Baruch College, now. leading at
3-1, send Cheng Lung Chuang to
play against Marius Wechsler for
the fifth set. Wechsler won the'
first game at 22-20. Chuang
returned tow in the second and.
third games consecutively by
scores of 23-21 and 21-16 with his
great saves and loop shots.
Columbia was petrified now
because they were three sets be-
hind. They decided to sent their
best player, Kenny Ching, to play
again. Ching played Davidson in
this sixth set" Davidson lost to him
drastically at 21-8 because she
could not match the speed and
varied styles of her opponent.
Despite this loss, she then went on
to come back from the behind,
returning to victory in two
straight sets: 21-19, 21-19,.giving
Baruch a big boost to a 5-1 lead.
But the main point here is that she
Table,-Tennis Team Slams
Columbia .
Lounge of the Engineering
Building of Columbia University.
Peter K. Ngand Thomas' Tsui
won the first two sets by scores of
,/
(21-18,21-16) and (21 OJo 1'8, 14-21,
21-15) against Masa Hata and
Marius Wechsler, respectively.
. .
These wins gave Baruch a 2-0 lead
in the match.
The third set was again played
by Peter K. Ng against Colum-
bia's best player, Kenny Ching. it
was one of the most exciting
games ever played that night.
Great saves and forceful slams by
both players stole the scene. Both
of them nailed each other very
closely (each were only one or two
points behind the other). At the
end, however, Ng lost to Ching at
18-21, 19-21.
At the beginning of the fourth
set, the score was 2-1,' with
by Helen K. Chan
The Baruch College Table
Tennis Team remains unbeaten
and ups its record to 2-0 with an
. overwhelming victory over
Columbia University #1 Team by
a landslide score oflO-I.
The 'second match of the season






Leather Boot Ice Skates. Good
Condition $10. Contact Richie,
725-3377, or leave message in
Student Gov't Office.
Fashion Show & Dance-
TYPING
674-0822
Italian Society first reception-all Freshmen and returning
members welcomed. Thursday, Dec. 4, 1980, 12-2, room 402
Student Center. Food and Refreshments.
. , ...- .',
,111. 'I" J!
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department as a drawing point.
The club's upcoming schedule
pro~ises more interesting~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=
meetings in the coming months.
December 4: A self-image P Ch- Lectures
seminar with Professor Holsinger - sy 1
of Baruch, ill 4 South at the 23rd Thursday, December 4, 1980
Street building. 12:00-2:00 p.m.-Professor Lester Alston speaking on: "Teacher
December 11: Steve Raffe of Education at Baruch", 3rs Park Avenue South, Room 1003
Dynamic Innovations Limited Thursday, December 11, 1980
will speak on selling yourself .to 12:00-2:00 p.m.-Professor Anita Lutwak of the Psychology
potential employers. . Department speaking on: "Tntimacy ", Room 425, 24th Street
December 18: The Christmas
Party will be held in the. Oak 1--. BUil~~g
Lounge at the Student Center. ===========================~
January f, 1981: There will be a
free field trip to Continental
Bakeries in New Jersey to see an
actual business in process. /
Also, in the near future, the
Manageme~ Club will be:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
sponsoring a raffle. One dollar
wiD buy a chance to win two
tickets to the Broadway hit 42nd
Street. Secolld and third prizes
will be a gotd and a SIlver Cross
pen.. So keep your eyes and ears
:OP=n to find out what's Boingon
at theM~ementSociet)i.
Management arid the Stars
by Peter Steinman
On Thursday, November 20, previously foreign to him are
during club hours, the David Bowie, the rock musician
Management Society presented who is currently starring in the
~
Professor Elliot Axelrod, an Broadway show The Elephant
attorney who spoke on the field of Man; Robert Redford who
management possibilities in the recently, with the opening of
entertainment industry. Ordinary People, set his mark as
Mr. Axelrod's opening com- a director as well as an actor; and
ment was that there is a great need David Cassidy, who started out in
for capable and trained television on The Partridge'
management personnel in the Family, and went on to become a
industry. The scope of the in- musical pop idol.
dustry is getting larger con- He used Elvis Presley's
tinually, he said, and ~ood . manager, Colonel Tom Parker, to
managers are needed for all types illustrate how a manger must be
of 'situations. Not only do the responsible for all aspects of his
first-rate stars need managers, but client's professional growth. A
other aspects of the industry as .manager must have quantitative,
well. Directorsand producers and as well as qualitative, skills. He
writers all.need managers also. . must know how to keep his star
One of a manager's chief from wearing out too quickly, yet
duties, .he said, .is to be respon- he must also know how to exploit
sible for his artist's career his client to all possible outlets.
development. . He stressed a For those studetns studying
manager's need' to be management, he recommended
knowled&eable about other fields adding some law. and marketiJig
in order to help his performer courses to' round' out their
make. a crossover to anotbef preparation.
medium. For those looking to let into
A manaler must .also know the field, he recommended using -
how to' legally exploit in all any and all pOssible connections.
poSsible _ ways' his ..c1ient's in- If you are going on an iDterview
terests, He discussed the glut of he sugested 'doing some research
movie sequels and television on the finn You're' going to; t~
spinoffsas examples of a good know abOt}t the people ~
man'aement procedure. to in-. manar. or the waythey work•..
crease profits. His discussion was,·certainly a . -.
Examples of where a star Us po$iti~ SU~i~~ .. . ~ ••
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I • ,~::. ..-:-:.,"
by Robin Gottlieh
"Marnage"
marriage is the word used to describe
that i take him-yes! i take thee
but personally, i want to be free
-not have the wedded catastrophe
it all begins with a run-down shack
otherwise known as "the dream house"
and then you find out after honeymoon
that your mate is really a louse
the wife then raises two bratty kids
and a flea bitten dog that runs far
they also make payments on a mechanical wreck
ironically called a car
i don't care if i forever remain a miss




-THETICKER.. ~ .' . .
A lifelong theater enthusiast
who received, but never sangv.a
chorus role in the stage version of
Sound of Music, she puts the
emphasis in her' work on her
ability to come up with ideas.
Whether these ideas come as a
dramaturg or director does not
concern her as much as con-
tinuing to have them.
Her eye, however, is always
towards the audience. While some
of the other members of her
troupe consider acting to be a
solitary exercise, with or without
an audience, she always looks to
see how an audience would react.
This has tended to make her
something of a "black sheep' I in
the eyes of some of her
colleagues, but she doesn't worry.
"The audience is the important
thing," she says. "Without them,
i~'s like acting in a vacuum."
volvernent with the play, both of
them can grow. The play becomes
as good a production as possible,
and the person learns and grows
from the experience.
better than they could."
With her arrival at that point,
she took on a new challenge. Her
directorial debut was a one-
woman show called Spuds at the
Hartley House Theater. The show
starred Barbara Hughes as a
woman recollecting her years
growing up in Ireland.
Her feelings on her own new
job have been mixed, but
generally positive. The com-
bination of hard work, long
hours, and responsibility for the
whole show began to wear on her
as the production went on.
"At first, I wanted to do
everything," shoe says. "I wanted
to design the sets, write the play,
direct it, act in it, do the
costumes, and anything else. I
found out that you couldn't do
that. I had to give pan of it away
so someone else could grow with
it. "
If the involvement with her
plays sounds intensely personal, it
is. She speaks about her
production as if it were a child.
Through the person's in-
S.A. Director Makes Her
Mark Off-Broadway
by J ohn Forde
Debbie Bick does not fit what is
commonly seen as the director's
"image." She is small, blond
haired, friendly, and reasonably
cute. The thought of her telling
actors what to do onstage would
not seem to agree with her
somewhat diminutive physical
size.
This has probably had
something to do with some of her
problems as a longtime member
and assistant director of "The
Great Theater of Oklahoma."
She never really took the lead,
remaining rather as the second in
command in most productions.
"I started out as a 'dramaturg,'
a position that is much more
important in England than it is
here." she says. A "dramaturg"
is someone who comes in about a
week before the play opens and
points out weak points, offering
suggestions and changes to the
show's director and bringing a
fresh eye to the proceedings.
"In America, the position is
generally just called 'assistant
director,' " she explains. "I guess
it just finally got to the point
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schoolgirl infaturation for her
most serious rival. Greta feels,
will Heidi risk an excellent chance
to win.
"Have you ever heard of the'
•'competitive edge" in which one
looks for ways to dislike one's
opponents?" Greta asks Heidi.
"This . .. " sl1e poinds her
point, her hand moving across the
keyboard in octave skips, "this is
your first, husband. It gives you a
center that no man, that very few
men, can give you."
, ..,<. - _.
. . ....
~. "~· •• 1. " •••• I
America. If he doesn't attain this
victory, he will accept a job as an
elementary school teacher. which
he knows he will despise.
As Heidi Schoonover, Amy
Irving portrays a 21-year-old
protege of renowned teacher
Greta Vandemann, played by Lee
Remick, whose techniques are in
o
a direct line of descent from
"Beethoven. It is obvious that
Greta considers the relationship
whicheis growing between Heidi
and Paul a threat to Heidi's
career. Only by doing something
foolish J~ke.. ,.giving' into 'a
~_ 'e:
the" moments of panic before
performance, play brilliantly I and
lose. Nor can he ask his parents
to ' continue making sacrifices to
feed his insatiable talent. The
Hillman Competition in San
Francisco will be his last chance.
Heis onein a group of twelve gift-
ed pianists who will be narrowed
down to six finalists and then to
on.e winner, through a com-
petitive performance. If he wins,
he will receive a check for
520,000, a debut recital' at
Carnegie Hall, and two years of
concert ,"bookings thoughout
....""r ' ;\
Richard Dreyfuss and Amy Irving
confrontation also stars Lee
Remick and co-stars Sam
Wanamaker, Vicki Kreigler,
Joseph Cali, Ty Henderson, and
Mark Landau,
As Paul Dietrich, Richard
Dreyfuss is a 30-year-old concert
pianist who has been called
"promising" for so long that the
word. is now a synonym for
failure. In innumerable festivals
and competitions. he has been a
frequent finalist. never a winner.
Paul is no longer prepared to
practice fifteen hours a day,
memorize complex scores, survive,
by Helen Marie Chin
Paul Deitrich and Heidi
Schoonover are competitors
contending for the same brilliant
prize. They should be indifferent,
even' hostile toward each other.
instead, Detrich and Schoonover- .
have fallen in love.
Richard Dreyfuss and Amy
Irving star In "The Com-
petition," a movie set against the
rivalry for one of the music
world's most important awards.
Written and directed by Joel
Oliansky and, produced. by
William Sackheim, the .romantic
Page 12 ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lHE-TleKER . . . '.. -. .
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the NY Jets), Flash courageously
battles it out with everyonee who
is anyone on the Planet Mongo.
But like any other hero he needs a
little help from his friends and he
.certainly gets it from Melody
Anderson as his sweetheart Dale
Arden, and Topol as the "Mad
Scientist" from earth, Dr. Hans
Zarkov. Together these three
make an unusual. and sometimes
comical, rescue team.
The special effects used in the
making of Flash Gordon bring
back to mind characteristics of
past movie extravaganzas such as
Star Wars. Battlestar Glactica,
Superman and yes, even the
Wizard of Oz.: one of the very
first steps in moviernaking history
towards successfully attempting
their hand at fantasy filmmaking.
There aTC' plenty of lazer beam
fights, c;:-:nsive spaceships and
exotic co-rumcs combined with
music composed performed and
produced by the rock group
Queen. to add !O this colorful
adventure film which will take
you from earth to outerspace and
leave you feeling glad you went.
A scene from Flash Gordon.
"Flash" Flies In
by Dawn Rodriguez
I f you think you've seen the last
of superheros out to save the
world from destruction, or the
last of laserbeam fights in outer
space, you'd better think again.
The latest in a long line of comic
book heroes being brought to life
by the wonderful world of movies
is none other than FLASH
GORDON.
"Flash" is a satirical fantasy
film based on the comic book
characters, created by Alex
Raymond, updated with a more
modern day beat. Plotwise, Flash
is your basic hero who attempts to
save the world from the
destructive hands of an alien
villain; in this case, the Emperor
"Ming the Merciless." from the
Planet Monogo. However, if you
thought you've seen vicious
villains before. you haven't seen
anything yet. Ming , expertly
played by Max Von Sydow.
makes Lex Luther (remember
Superman") look like the Good
Humor man.
Newcomer Sam J. Jones is a
handsome sight for sore eyes. As
Flash Gordon (a quarterback for
did it to Tommy, I could do it to
.Caesare; he has the face." an-
nounces Vinni to his family and
close friends. Sure enough,
Caesare, who is portrayed by
Peter Gallagher, becomes a living
legend. The idolmaker struck
again; a poor I talian busboy is
transformed into another teenage
idol.
There is only room for one at
the top. Who is up there Tommy
Dee or Caesare? Vinni is torn
between two faces for success.
But the question is. whose suc-
cess? His own of course. Was
Vinni really successful in what he
originally wanted to do? Yes, in
that he desired recognition of his
songs and talents and received it,
but no. in that he himself never
recorded or performed any of his
work as desired. "I was really
hurting those youngsters (Tommy
and Caesare); I was really doing
everything for myself'."
The lights, cameras, and action
scene was over. Vinni, all by
himself, had to face up to reality.
It's Vinni's Life Story.
In search for an "angel, face,"
Vinni seeks out Tommy Dee, a
local neighbor night club per-
former, (Paul Land). "Tommy
just do what I do-e-trust me; I'll
make you a star." After many
. long days of practice, Vinni
allows Tommy to record one of
his songs, which lands on the top
of the charts. "Being number one
on the radio is not good enough. I .
want Tommy Dee to be number
one across the nation," repeats
Vinni over and over again to
himself. To satisfy himself, he
pushes Brenda Roberts (Tovah
Feldshuh), the editor-in-chief of
the most popular teen magazine,
Teen Scene. to place Tommy's
face on the front cover. The
young teens went crazy over
Tommy's looks. The idolmaker
blasts Tommy to stardom by
arranging for Tommy to perform
on national television; Saturday
Night Band Stand. Vinni has
created a successful career that
makes Tommy Dee the idol of
their generation.
The idol era continued. "If 1
by Marie Manuella
"1 am not cute enough to be a
teenage idol, so I will be the
idolrnaker." The Idolmaker, a
Koch/Kirkwood production
released by United Artists. in-
tensified. the life story of -an
"ambitious promoter who guides
two youngsters to stardom."
Ray Sharkey portrays the
character Vinni Vacarri, the
idolmaker. How can a poor
Italian singe.r who makes a living
as a waiter in his brother's
restaurant, achieve fame? Vinni
Vacarri and Gino Pilato (Joe
Pantoliano), wrote and composed
songs. Vinni struggled to have
their work recorded, but he
failed. "Gino, I will have to go
out on my own and do it myself. "
From this scene on, we (the
audience) are exposed to the
behind-the-scenes events of fame,
how to make it to the top. During
the late-fifties rock scene, when
the late great Elvis Presley was
drafted into the army (1958),
Buddy Holly died in a plane
crash, and Chuck Berry jailed,
the teenage idol era evolved.
The Idolmaker (Ray Sharkey) and his protege (Paul Land) at the recording studio.




We spe, 'lze in all modem stylina. Beard Shapin~
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"Competition"
cont'd. from page 1J some New Yorker who tells the
Heidi is unmoved. She wants press fictitious stories of his
Paul more than she wants to win, struggle to climb out of the ghetto
or she believes. But she survives and delingquency. He sees the
the semi-finals, and so does Paul. competition as a musical
Now, there are six competitors springboard.
for the Hillman Award. As Micael Humphries, Ty
Taiana Baranov, played by Henderson is black, wealthy,
Vicki Kreigler, has trained for this eccentric, a world traveler, and a
competition for nearly all of gentleman to his fingertips.
sixteen years. 'Vide-eyed, with a Competing for the Hillman
fluttering nervous smile. she is a Award is an amusement for.him.
technically perfect musical The last pianist competitor is
mechanism from the Soviet State. ~«ffi Stern, played by Mark.
She speaks no English, except a La\)iau. Nicknamed "Steel
few carefully trained phrases. Ms. Fingers" by his rivals, he is a
. Baranov clings to her tutor. superb musician, a. "psych-out
Portraying Jerry DrSalvo, artist," who never carries a
Joseph Cali is a dark and hand- musical score.
The competitors are aware that
a sou nd relationship with
legnedary conductor Andrew
Erskine, represented by Sam
Wanamaker, is a necessity. A
harmony is jeopardized by Paul
when he questions Erskine's
tempo and borrows the maestro's





ween producer William Sackheim
and w r it er z d i r ecr o r Joel
Oliansky, Oliansky states, "The
genesis for the film took place
when Sackheim and· 1 almost
continued on page 13, column 5'
',' ." • 1 : "i -. ~,.- .
)'BE·nCKER
Two Winners:
Police's Thirde and Eagles' Best
by Jay Schwartz
The Police have had two
albums prior to Zenyat ta
Mondatta (A&M). Their first
album, Outiandos D'amour
contained two hits "Roxanne"
TheEa2~in~~ncert.
and "I Can't Stand Losing You."
While both singles fared well, the
album was basicallya commercial
and critical failure.
Their next album, Reggatta de
Blanc, was more successful with
both sales and the critics. This
was due to the fact that their
music became more commercial
and easier to listen to, leading to
more album cuts on more radio
stations. Their sound, however,
still remained loyal to its
Jamaican Regae roots. While
many New Wave groups consider
their roots in Reggae, the style of
music popular for many 'years
among West Indians, only the
Police use it as their principle
selling point.
The Police use simplistic lyrics,
near perfect harmonizing, and
instrumental solos that over the,
past three albums have become
their trademark. This com-
bination has pushed the police t?
the top of their craft, miles above
performers. like Joe Jackson,
whose talent is absent from his
latest al bum.
Anyone who is an Eagle's fan
will be gald to hear they have a
new- album-not much new
material, but what do you expect
from a live album? The Eagles
Live (ASYLUM) offers a com-
plete look at this group, from
their days doing mellow easy
"listening tunes right up into their
Rock era when Joe Walsh joined
the group.' The album even
contains Walsh's single "Life's
Been Good. "
The songs on the album are
handled with studio-like precision
and, except, for a few audience
shouts and reverbs. the tracks are
almost identical to their studio
co u n t e r part s . T hat . U I:
fortunately, is the album's only
flaw; live albums should have
a bit more bite. 30' while thi-
album won't grab you ano throw
you out of your seat, it still makes
pleasant listening and a fine
Eagles representation-ROCK
TRIVIA.' I don't want to singte
anyone out, but I understand that
a lot of you out there cheated on
the last question by consulting
your record shelf or dusting off
your older brothers and sisters.
Woodstock album-C'mon Now
is that Fair? Okay so you found
Joan Naez, Mountain, Joni
Mitchell, Sharma. Santana, Ten
Years After, Etc.
YOU STILL CHEATED!!!!~
No more Mr. Nice Guy and no
more simple questions-Try this
one:
Who is Brian Haynes and for
what famous group does he play?
Hint: The group's lead singer's
last album was solo.








cont'd. from page 12
-sfnlUi.t3i1eously got the idea for a
love 'story set against the
background. of a world class
piano competition."
Sackheim, says, "'I~ occurred to
me that at that level, winning
involves more than talent, it
requires dedi ... at ion . f i r e
selfishness. tunnel \'ISI0;1-
inexhaustible reserves of energv.
Perhaps most of all. competitive
drive. "
Oliansky believes that the
theme could focus on almost any
profession. "We live in a com-
petitive society in which there is
more and more direct rivalry
between men and women," !l(
states. "Being less successful than
someone you love is a hell (I' a
,battering for an ego to take.
That 's true in a COllege campus. '.
business, in the arts, anywhere. .:
enables U~ to intensify th e-• drarrr
with some glorious music.
Competition is \...'hat makes U5
strive for perfection. As seen in
the motion picture, Oliansky
exerts energy to reach the qualitv
of perfection. To h;<; c,-·",petitor~
in the movie business, this film is
far from excellent. To me, this




Music Live takes a strong stand
against Nuclear Power. But their
point is overplayed throughout
the entire preformance. In
retrospect, I feel compelled to
advisethe cast of Music Live: If
your heart isn 'r in America, then'
get your a-- out!
. . . ~ ,.~ , , I .~ I 1
Harrisburg, Pa. ; and other spots
in the New York/New Jersey
area. They have starred in the
documentary, "We are the
Guinea Pigs," a film concerned
with Three Mile Island, and are
currently appearing in "Death
Watch" billed as "a political
drama on the conspiracy of the"
that Fidel Castro is a -silent
partner of the Movers when they
sang HCuba's developing a
culture, That's Free of Class."-I
really had to force myself to sit
through this entire concert.
Music Live gained fame at anti-
nuclear demonstrations ill
Washington, D.C.; Salem;
John Amato takes c~nter sta2e durin2 a number in Music Livp'
Music Live:
, • ,- . t - .'."
I .,. • ~ ••• .l. L-' ••
.\.. .~""~ .. I" ,'. \.., \
by J 0110 Rizzo
"American Romance, it's a
lonely life. " •• American
Romance, it's no way to live."
These lines are part of a song
being performed in the Off-
Broadway production, Music
Live! Music Live, now playing at
the Truck and warehouse
Theater, features the New York
based rock band. The Movers.
The Movers' music consists of
a combination of rock, soul,
salsa, and jazz. John Amato,
their lead vocalist and guitarist.
writes and composes anti-
everyth ing-from "American
Romances' to Vietnam. I wanted
to remind him that anti-Vietnam
songs ended in the early 70's with
Arlo Guthrie and-Don Oran, but 1
decided not to. •
The stage was crowded holding
about thirty back-up singers.
With every song, The Movers
exchanged instruments. It
reminded me of a game I played
in the second grade; the only
difference is they use instruments
instead of chairs.
At the risk of editorializing:
one weekend a month, and two
weeks in the summer. I serve my
country. Everytime I put my
uniform on, I feel grateful to be
serving the greatest Navy on
earth. Music Live gathered all of
my patriotic views and con-
demned each. I sat in the audience
in total disgust watching a second
rate and unorganized band sing
anti-American songs. Lines such
as "See the military budget grow,
we've got to get up and tell 'them,
no" lead me to believe, that The
Movers are not very concerned
- with the safety of this nation.
I was almost forced to believe-
"
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instead has an ending which
justifies her struggles throu-ghout
the novel.
It is because of this touch of
reality that I enjoyed Loving. The
reality that one must work hard
and struggle long to fulfill your
dreams makes Loving an en-
joyable novel. Eventually, Bettina
reaches a point in her life where
she must choose between love and
self-fulfillment. What does she
decide to do? Well, you will just
have to read the book to find out.
Music and Silence, by Anne
Redmon, is a story about two
totally different women and the
unique relationship between
them.
Beatrice Pazzi is a middle-aged
cancer specialist who lives a life
detached from the world. She is
caught up. unexpectedly, in the
life of Maud Eustace. a young
and brilliant cellist, who is on the
verge of a nervous breakdown.
This is partly due to her inability
to cope with her past; her mother
was insane and her father was
cold; and the actions of Arthur, a
religious fanatic who is obsessed
with saving Maud's soul.
Together, Beatrice and Maud
find a special love; a love so
special that Beatrice makes the
ultimate sacrifice for it. Music
and Silence is an excellent book in
that it probes into each person's
past, deals with their present and
delves into their emotional selves.
One drawback though, is due to
the in-depth study of the
characters. Special attention is
required to properly understand
the characters and their
situations, and at times one is
overwhelmed with facts.
Loving and Music and Silence
are two good novels dealing with
women, their struggles, and their
search for love. Both are worth
your while to read.
+
past and with it, shape her future.
She comes to this realization with
the help of Ivo Stewart, who had
been her father's friend and
confidant. Through him, Bettina
realizes hat she is not a "little
brown bird," but "a bird of
paradise. "
Loving is typical of Ms. Steel's
other best selling books (Passions
Promise, Now and Forever.
Summers End, To Love Again
and Seasons of Passion) in that
they- all deal with a young
woman's search for love. Loving,
however, differs from the rest
because it does not .end with her
typical ''happily~er after." It
•••
playwright.
The spot-light is now shifted to
Bettina. At first, she falters,
running away with Jack, an
English actor who used Bettina to
get his green card for permanent
residency in the United States.
She travels through several un-
successful marriages, trying to
erase her past. Eventually, she




girl. " She is surrounded by
famous people. money, and
loneliness. That is to say, until her
father dies suddenly, leaving her. .
penniless, and virtually alone in
the world. It is because of his
death, however, that Bettina is set
free. She no longer has to live in
her father's shadow, but for the
first time in her life, she can
achieve her own glory, as a
1111 _Is.~willi
ac"• .:. ..01 Ills a.teIt.
HIIIIIIt ....... 1IcniIIIII .,
............ ta.....
Hot Off The Presses
by Catherine Doonan
Read any good books lately?
Well if you haven't, here are two
to start with.
The first is Loving by Danielle
Steel (author of The Promise).
Loving follows the tragic life of a
beautiful young woman named
Bettina, daughter of the famous
author, Justin Daniels. Bettina
lives the life of "a poor little rich
CoIu""-: • are trsdemetb of CBS Inc. ARC.~I,..,..,.,..rb of Ito~~nc:.n Aecord4ng eomp.ny.
'Ta~zee:' @ are tniden-b of T.....n z- Recofda Inc. ARC Records lind Tappen Zee~••re distributed by CoIumbiI Recorda. C 1910CBS Inc.
Available at Crazy Eddie
.." . I· .. ·...,,:,;.· ."t~ ... .". .. . . - .', -," .. '\...... "fo'''~
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by Thomas SchwarZ from tournament action, despite championship." /'
The unbeaten Brother's, cap- a fine 21-point performance by . . * * • *
The Men's Bench -Press· and
tained by Willie Toro, will meet John Panasupoulos, as they
with the winner- of the Moon suffered a loss against Newton Overhead Press competition was
Gang-ClubNew York contest in Bronw's Blue Devils, 56-49. Jeff . held on December 4 on the 6t8-
'the 1980 Baruch Intramural Morgan sank 21 points but this .floor of the 23rd Street Building
Basketball Tournament finale on • could not prevent his -Armani during club hours. The record on
December 1L~The Brother's, with Sportswear ream from also being the bench press is 415 Ibs. held by
a perfect record of 3-o~ claimed eliminated -from competition, as Stanley Rodgers, who also holds
this right with their.. defeat. of Club New York, captained ,by the highest mark for the overhead
Captain- Jacob Bonino's Fame Ron Simon, proved victorious, press at 250 Ibs. Also a push-ups
team, 53-49. Eric Covington 49-44. contest will be held at the same
supplied 21 points for the win- In third round action, besides. time. _The record is 113 push-ups
ners. the Brother's-Fame contest, . by Jeff -Morgan. Names of
winners are unavailable at time of
. Reviewing second round - ac- Moon Gang eliminated the Blue
publication.
tion, the Brother's outlasted Al Devils by defeating them, 62~50. .• * * •
Ford's Harlem -U.S.A., 4~-48, Again Roger Miller was the high In the Turkey Trot race, Diana
despite . 25 points by Harlem's scorer with 20 points. Earlier the' Guierllmo led the pack with
Robert Clark. Fame, on a last Moon Gang had alsoknockedout Karen Alexandra taking second.
second shot by Bernard Wilson, Harlem U.S.A. from competition Lily Gentillon finished third. For
pulled one out over Ron with a 60-46 victory. the-Men, who each ran I mile, as
. 'Washington's Moon Gang, 49-47, Club New York, with a 2-1 opposed to the women's half
with Roger Miller contributing 16-- record, now takes on the Moon mile, Robert Miller finished first
points for the losers. Gang, which is 3-1, to see who _ and Phillip Mamley second,
The Blarney Stones, captained will have the honor of meeting the David Gonzales and ,.fa-cob
by TomConnors, were eliminated Brother's on December 11 for the Bonnitto followed.
t-.-
All interested should be
athletically inclined,
"Fencing is an individual sport,..,







220 West ?2nd St._
362-8000
ACROSS 44 Storage structure 10 News service
45 Attire 11 Support
1 Hold in contempt 46 ---- legs 12 Studies hard
6 Stick together 47 Feather's partner 13 Natives of Aleppo
12 Goatlike antelope 48 Throat tissue 15 Torn piece
14 Rich 50 Bette Davi 5 mov i e, 20 "Darn it! II
16 Swiftly "The --" 24 American league
17~ shorts 51 Pi I S neighbor team
18 Mine passage 53 Very severe pain 26 Lacking vi gor
19 Wandering 55 Middle portion of a 27 Boxing great
21-Kindergartner song 28 Cure
22 Wi tti ci sm 56 Used Brillo 30 Actor Wi 11 --
23 Ending for cord 57 Mor~ pr-o found _. 31.Gaucho weapon
.. 24 Mr. Lance 58 Was· the pr<lpr-iet-Qr- -33- Cbf!ss,.-maneuvers
l·~~~:~~~:~~;b~. )'-'.' -, -~~~~~~'~-::~~d
28 Steve Cauthen's 36 Unproductive
, _. ,- ve-hkk -1 f'or.mer-TVserial,. -31-EJoagate. fishes.
29 Advert is i n9 phrases ".Dark rt 38 Model r.s .concern
31 Fi 1m cornedi an 2 Balance sheet 39 -Defeated soundly
Joe - section 41 Way
32 Western redskins 3 Leave out 43 Auriculate
33 Opposite of hero 4 Actor Taylor 45 Mother --
34 Famous ghost 5 Historic river 48 Golf course hazard
37 EmulateS 28-Across 6 Element #27 49 Crazy
40 Up and about 7 Golf tournaments 50 Stupefy
41 Irene Dunne role 8 Injure 52 Curved letter
42 Alaskan town 9 COI1IOOn street name 54 Coxswain's word
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Film: ··Up in Smoke"
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Helpline
7:00 - 10:00 pm
Friday, December 12. 1980
1:00 &-3:00 pm
12:00 - 2:00 pm
12:00 - 2:00 pm
12:00 - 2:00 pm~
Saturdav, December 13, 1980
8:00 pm
12:30 - 1:30 pm
3:00 -4:00 pm
11: 15 - 12: 05 am
Wednesday, December 17, 1980
Thursday, December 18, 1980
11:45 - 2:15 pm
Tuesday, December 16, 1980
12: 30 - 1: 30pm-- "Jolrozinski"
S.C.P.B.
10:10 - 11:00 am
Monday. December 15, 1980
5:30 - 7:30 pm




_ ALL EVENTS ARE OPEN TO THE ENTIRE BARUCH COmrosITY. l'OR A COIIPLETE
LISTING OF UPCOMING :EVENTS. CHECK THE CALENDAR OF EVENTS BULLENTIN




WED--- .b. . OFFICE OF STUPENT AC-rIVITIES. BOX 541, OR CALL 725-3057. DEADLINE. D .....~ WEDNESDAY NOON PRIOR TO ?-'HE WEEK.
















3:00 - 7:00 pm
12:00 --3:00 pm
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5:00 - 10:00 pm,
4:30 - 6:30 pm
:S : 00 - 10: 00 pm
.. ".,"
Kwanza Celebration Alley LoUDp .
B.~.A.C.K. - _ . Student Center
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Baruch Romps Ramapo 92..72
by Pamela Smith
Baruch won its season opener
Saturday, November 22, downing
SUNYIPurchase 87-54. All
twelve players scored for the
Statesmen led by Gerald .Taylor 's
i 20 points.
In their second game, against
Ramapo College, Baruch again
triumphed, with a score of 92-79.
Roger Miller led the team with a
total 01'26 points, a career high.
,. Last year I wasn't playing as
much, therefore I never had a
chance to score as high as I did
against Ramapo," said Miller
proudly.
Char " Dudley was the second
leadin, ,corer with 22 points and
led the team in rebounds with
seven.
Ramapo's Roadrunners never
had a lead throughout the game
despite team member Bruce
Medley scoring 32 points. Coach
Richard Myrlak, trying to
overcome their deficit, repeatedly
sent in subs in an effort to keep
players fresh.
Despite a technical foul call
against Baruch, mady by referee
Norm Corsin, near the end of the
first quarter, 'the Statesmen
managed to keep a lead of 14
points, their biggest in the game.
Baruch's Peter Martin, used as
a sub for Gerald Taylor, was the
leader in assists with seven, and
had a total of 16 points in the
game. "1•Things appeared to be going,
smoothly until SUNY IOld
Westbury slowed the Statesmen
down. Baruch lost 74-69, despite
good defensive plays from Steve
Haughton.
"Our biggest problem,", said
player Jeff Morgan, "was that we
lost our aggressiveness after we
began to have foul trouble."
The team also made un-
necessary turnovers and only had
ten free throws compared to Old
Westbury's 38.
What appeared to be the most
influential aspect of the game is
the fact that the second string men
all played well. They include Cliff
Marshall, Jacob Guerrera arrd
Steven Haughton. In the game
Roger Miller scored 15 points.
Although the loss ,was a
disappointing one, the players
have not lost their confidence.
"Our team has improved, and
we will win a lot of games," said'
Morgan after the loss..
The upcoming games include
William Patterson, Dec. 5, and
,Medgar Evers on Dec. 8.
• Basketball team at a recent pra~tice Photo by James Yo
New Fencing Coach Prepares jor Season
~' ... ~, . ,.... ...,...; -"'. .
',-- ':,... '"
·1980
developed over the years. It is
based on precision, speed, timing
and distance.
Peter Lewison, a Baruch fencer
who was able to compete in the
National level is ranked 4th in
The National Association of
Amateur Fencing League of
America.
Danny Shepard, another
student is ranked 33rd in
N.C.A.A. Eastern regionals and
Dennis Eddington marks 37th._
Although 50 percent of the
team are beginners, Coach Martin
said they have a possibility of
doing well in epee and foil at the
N.C.A.A. conferences.
The team's toughest opponents
inc! ude M. I.T. and Yale





.women's fencing team. "They
refuse to take time out and
analyze the sport," she con-
tinued. ~
The fencing team has one of the
best winning records among the
varsity teams; Coach Martin
believes with equipment and
technique the team has a
possibility of becoming one of the
best fencing teams in the country.
"The technical level of the men
is much higher than that of the
women," said Martin. "The men
have more fencing experience, but
the women work equally hard,'"
he said.
Martin, a native of Spain, has
an extraordinary fencing
background. He was National
Cahmpion in Spain five times. He
also spent three years '!.S a
member of the National Team.
He received a M.A. in fencing
r'!!f~~:7~''''~:;';;;':f~~')l\ir';:~.?, ;~:;:,~:n~~ademie D'Armes of
, " , '~.~~-cfJ.f~»Y -; In fencing three different
;:'i1r'" weapons, each with its own rules,
may be used by men. These are
the foil, the epee, and the saber.
Women's fencing is limited to the
foil. The technique of sword-
smanship' has been scientifically
day for a strenuous workout.
These dedicated individuals do
not mind that the sport they chose
to practice is not a very popular
one. It may be this reason that
they chose it. Team members,
including 12 men and 8 women,
are the first to admit that most
»eople are not fond of fencing.
"Many people just don't
cnderstand fencing," said April
Dunleavy, member of the
by Pamela Smith
Fencing is not your ordinary
sport. It is skillful swordplay. It is
a wei -developed sport that
require' muscular coordination
and a thorough knowledge of
technique and tact. Its stragegi ,
moves resemble those of a chess
player.
Baruch's varsity fencing team
under the guidance of Francesco
Martin. meet for three hours each
J."' . -- ..
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